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It was a fine morning and all the animals—Emma the elephant, Morris the monkey, Glinda the giraffe, Bill the bee and Paige the panda—had gathered at their favorite meeting spot to discuss what they could do tomorrow for Lucas the lion's birthday.
While munching on a banana Morris said, "I've an idea to surprise Lucas on his birthday."
Glinda said, "What is it Morris?" "We should give Lucas a surprise party," said Morris. "That's a great idea," said Bill. Everyone agreed that they will work together to make a memorable party for Lucas.
Paige and Emma were finalizing the last few things about the birthday party when Lucas came to the meeting spot. He asked, "Hey, what are you discussing?" Emma said, "Oh, we're just discussing what we should do for Morris's birthday." Lucas was sad that they had forgotten about his birthday tomorrow.
The animals started to prepare. Glinda hung up the banner, Paige brought birthday hats, and Bill brought balloons.
Morris and Emma rode in the boat to get the pizza and Lucas's birthday cake. Soon they were all finished.
Today was Lucas's birthday. Lucas was sitting outside his den waiting for his friends to show up but none of them came to visit. He was feeling very sad and lonely.
Lucas went out walking. When he was walking, he heard all his friends shouting, "Surprise. Happy Birthday Lucas." He was so astonished. He said, "Thank you so much. This is the best birthday ever."